2019: /pol/acks from around the web
try to resurrect Hitler edition

Symbol of Hitler/Wodanaz. A couple anons inscribed it on their weapons (a rifle and
sword/shield). We all must meditate on this.

Ok fags this is it. No more lies. We are visiting Uncle Adolf to ask for his wisdom in these
hard times.
On the 20th of April on around 20:04 German Time (the date of Hitler's birthday) we will
synchronise our minds to enter the subconscious together.
We, together are going to deliver a blow (((they))) will never forget.
>OUR GOAL
Our goal is to collectively raid the uncoscious world and shine Light into the dark corners of
the collective subconscious. We will represent Truth, Light and Order. Nothing more.
Our energy is going to be WHITE. We will invoke the ideal of national socialism and if all
goes well we will request to see the avatar of national socialism Hitler/Wotan.
NO AGRESSIVENESS. NO NECROMANCY. NO BLACK MAGIC. WHITE ENERGY ONLY
>INSTRUCTIONS (WHAT YOU WILL DO)
We will split into TWO groups. The novice and the experienced anons.
>ALL
0. You will take a bath before the Speaking. (Ice cold shower if you can) No dirty faggots
allowed.
1. At around 19:00 we will start praying and start grounding our energy.
2. As 20:04 approaches the two groups will perform each their specific instructions.
>NOVICE ANONS
You will get into a meditative state.
You will repeat specific mantras that are yet to be determined.
You will look at the specific image or listen to the specific video that you will be instructed.
You will envision yourself as a beacon of Light, as a projection of Light.
>EXPERIENCED ANONS
You will take drugs to use the energy given by the novice anons to break through.
You will be humble
You will project Light.
You will REQUEST to hear the avatar of national socialism Hitler/Wotan
>EPILOGUE
4. This will last around 30 - 45 mins. A DMT trip lasts around 15 mins but we will wait for the
late anons to come back.
5. You will close the projection of Light with the specific instructions that you will be given.
6. You will come here to share your experience.

>anons must be as spiritually pure as possible. This means doing the utmost to avoid
degenerate thoughts and actions in the coming week.
>A personal sacrifice/offering might be helpful. Some action or gift that would please Adi.
One idea was for anons to make a donation to an animal charity (especially a dog shelter)
on the day.
>Last thread we spent too much time arguing over what entity to ask for protection from evil
during the ritual. This let to useless christian vs pagan infighting. To resolve this issue anons
should seek protection from whatever entity they feel personally aligned with.
>instead of asking Adi for a personal audience and guidance, which will lead to a bunch of
subjective and dubious LARP stories, we should instead 1. ask for him to manifest a sign or
positive happenings in the world. 2. channel our energy to help him make this happen, like
we did for kek in 2016.
Threads are being made on 8chan, mlpol, and 4pol as we speak.
4chan has already shoah’d one thread and shadow-banned the Brit anon who made the
symbol.

Satanic shills are infesting the threads. Remember, our goal is
good and pure. Do not let them corrupt our project.

